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I. THE INO'S ROLE IN SESSHIN (GENERAL) 
General description 

Seated zazen is complimented by the ritualized practices of drinking tea, eating, and chanting sutras. The 
Ino, who leads these practices, helps everyone let go into those practices by leading the group without 
being noticed.  Describing the Ino tasks in some detail enables an Ino to settle on a way to do the Ino tasks, 
and then the Ino, along with others, can forget about themselves in doing the tasks.  

Learning the Procedures 
The procedures are best demonstrated to a new Ino by an experienced Ino. Although the form is fairly 
well-defined, it takes a person to fill it out and to execute it. Each person learns by doing. 
 
The timing of bells, bowing, and chanting are timed by “body-time”. Like music or dance, there is a feel to it. 
For example, bowing requires a certain amount of time in order to bow and to get up. The Ino facilitates the 
timing of bowing by sensing it, going with it, and leading the group with rings of the inkin.  
 
 

II. INO'S SESSHIN PREPARATION  

Before sesshin 
● If you have a copy of the tape of the zendo chanting, listen to it. Practice chanting the sutras.  
● Look over the cautions, consider and modify them for the specific sesshin.  
● Check with the Jisha to see if any new person will need meal procedure instructions. 
● Check with Tanto to find out when the leaders’ meeting will be. 

Day before sesshin  
This is the most important day for preparing for the job. Go over the Ino procedure notes, review cautions, 
and consider the Ino’s sesshin tasks. 

Day of sesshin (at the zendo) 
Review last minute notes, cautions, and task descriptions. 
 
For a long sesshin (5- or 7-day) arrive between 2 and 3 o’clock, if possible, and no later than 3:30. If the 
leaders are giving dokusan and meal procedure instructions, the leaders' meeting needs to be at 3:30 to 
have work meeting at 5:00. The Ino can use some time organizing the bells, and perhaps doing a dry run 
hitting the instruments and miming the chants before the leaders' meeting. Check out the Ino's 
sutra-leading book. If you arrive early, you can help clean the zendo or do any other things to help prepare 
the zendo and grounds for sesshin. You may want to find a time to privately go over your cautions, go over 
notes, and rehearse tasks. 
 
The Ino is responsible for giving meal procedure instructions, unless this is delegated to someone else. 
Finding time to do this is difficult. Best is before the leader’s meeting, unless it has been delegated. 
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Sesshin Preparation Work 

The Ino is responsible for cups and meal verse cards being placed at people’s seats. It works best to get 
one of the many volunteers to wrap cups and to put out the cups and chant cards. 
● Wrap teacups in the cover cloth and put them out at each seat in the zendo. 
● Put meal verse sheets at each seat.  
 

At Leaders' Meeting 
● Ask about people with food allergies.  
● Ask if any particular cautions need emphasizing. 
● Bring any other questions to the leaders. 

III. AT WORK MEETING  
 
[Square brackets enclose comments that are probably not necessary for experienced sitters.] 
Text in italics are general comments for the Ino themselves. 
 
(5 o'clock for a long sesshin) 
Sutra Dedications for the end of sesshin: Announce this at work meeting. "You should write down: 1) to 
whom the sutra dedication is dedicated, 2) their relationship to you, 3) the occasion, and 4) your wishes for 
them. These should be given to the Ino before sesshin begins or be placed next to the sutra book near the 
Ino’s seat." 
 
If necessary arrange a time to meet people to for instruction in meal bowl procedures. The Ino needs to 
coordinate with the Jisha who might need to give dokusan instructions. 
 
As Ino, you will want to check on people who might have food allergies in case there is some 
announcement that is required during cautions.  
 
 Sometime before the group gathers for zazen, review the cautions that you will give as Ino. 
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IV. CAUTIONS 
Give cautions in a normal tone of voice, with presence. Use a positive tone, with positive statements. Be clear, concise, 
definite, sure of yourself; yet relaxed, responsive, and helpful. Conduct the cautions in your own way, but cover the 
essential items. Different sesshin groups will require different degrees of emphasis. Not all cautions need to be given 
each time. If the sesshin consists entirely of old timers, they do not need to be told all the details. One has to judge the 
level of experience of the group sitting. Touching up where there is most recent slippage may be all that is needed. 
 
After considering the make-up of the group, conferring with other leaders at the leaders’ meeting, chose the parts of the 
cautions that would be best to emphasize. 
 
Cautions can be crisp and concise, like a recipe to follow for someone who has never cooked this meal before. 
Consider that your audience might be the newcomer who has never done this before. In that case, you might want to 
go over everything. 
 
It is important that you thoroughly know the routines yourself. 

Introduction 
 
Explain that the Ino's job is to lead the tea service, to lead the chanting for meals, and to lead the chanting 
of sutras. 

Tea 
 

● TEA is served TWICE A DAY, once before zazen just after we wake up and once when we return to the 
zendo after the noon break. 
 

● Sit FACING THE CENTER of the room for tea. Open the cloth that is wrapped around the teacup, folding 
under the corners of the cloth (all 4, if that is possible), and wait for tea to be served. 
 

● People will be SERVED TEA IN GROUPS of 2's or 3's. The server goes between two people (if there are 
2) and in the middle (if there are 3). (Demonstrate each style of serving.) 
 

● People receiving the tea BOW IN UNISON when the server bows. Then everyone who is not currently 
being served puts their hands back into the zazen mudra. 
 

● TO SIGNAL FOR ENOUGH the person being served holds out their teacup in one hand, and uses the 
other hand to signal. (Demonstrate.) 
 

● RETURN TO THE ZAZEN POSTURE after you are served and put down your cup, EXCEPT FOR THE 
LAST PERSON who puts the cup on their left thigh and covers it with their right hand.  
 

● CLOSE UP THE CLOTH AND LEAVE THE CUP IN FRONT OF YOU when you are finished drinking. 
When the bell sounds to end tea, put away your cup. 
 

Meals 
 
The Ino uses the wooden clappers to signal all of the meal signals. A “clap” signals the group to begin 
chanting. When the Ino chants alone, no clappers are used; the chanting begins without an introductory 
sound. 
 
If appropriate, be thorough, especially in a long sesshin. Go through a mock meal. 
 
Ask people if they have meal chant cards. 
 

● [There is chanting at breakfast and at lunch only.] 

● [We begin the meal by standing and holding our bowls at eye level with the chopsticks facing outward, 
and then sit at the sound of the inkin bell.] Just after the standing bow is the time to MOVE YOUR 
CHAIR if you have been sitting in a chair and are going to sit on the floor. 
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● If you are USING SUTRA CARDS, DO NOT HOLD YOUR BOWLS; just hold the sutra card and read 
what you need to. (Those who need them check for sutra cards.) 

● PASS the FOOD WITHOUT SLIDING or without making too much noise. Serve yourself the food that 
is passed from person to person.  

● The server serves us similar to how we are served for tea, except for hand signals.  

● Demonstrate that a server may pass by if they are going to see if more people want food. 

● Receive food at gassho. (Demonstrate the signals to get a little more or if you have enough.) 

● Hold the OFFERING PLATE for the person next to you, after you made your own offering. 

● GRAIN OFFERING: 3 or 4 grains of grain. Wet spoon. 

● When SECONDS begin to be served, STOP EATING. Then wait until seconds are served before you 
continue eating. 

● Demonstrate that you put your hands in gassho if you want to receive seconds, and that the server 
may walk on by. 

● Demonstrate how to receive and pass the tea offering. Use just a little tea for offering. 

● The last person in the line holds up the OFFERING BOWL FOR WATER and waits for the server to 
retrieve it.  

● Announce special foods that will be served because of food allergies if any, and what to avoid taking. 

● Take A LITTLE OF EVERYTHING. 

● HANDLE BOWLS QUIETLY. Especially be careful of the sound of wooden spoons on ceramic bowls. 
The silence can be an ally to our practice. 

 
Blend-in with your pace of eating just as you do in chanting. Eating is also a practice where you can loose 
yourself; the trick is to loose yourself with others. 

Sutra Chanting 
How do you lead chanting and blend in? You lead, but do not stand out. You come in just before others or 
just when they do, so that they can rely on you to lead the chanting.  
 

[We chant sutras during meals, after the breakfast break, and in the evening as we end the day.  We read the 
Shodoka (Song of Realizing the Way) in the afternoon during the block of zazen before supper.] 

 
● After the breakfast break, when you enter the zendo, sit facing the center for morning sutra service. 

 
● To receive a sutra book, or not, gassho to signal that you want one, or bow at the waist to indicate that you 

do not want one. Sutra books do not get placed on the floor; place them on the zabuton when you set them 
down. 
 

● When using a sutra book, hold it up in front of you, not down in your lap, as you chant. 
 

● No sutra books will be handed out for Dharma Assembly. At Dharma Assembly, do not lean on the posts 
or walls, and remain on the zabutons. It is a time when you can relax your zazen posture if you need to. 
Please feel free to, but if you have the energy, it can be a wonderful time to enjoy the zazen posture.  
 

● (12/7/01) Just before the evening message that begins “I beg to urge you everyone” we bow slightly with 
hands in gassho. We do this just as the jiki is finishing the 4-hit introduction on the han – sometime 
between the third and fourth hit. 
 

● Loose yourself in the chanting and eating practices, but do it with others. Both eating and chanting are 
good opportunities to let the practice take over.  
 

● Both eating and chanting are good opportunities to let the practice take over.  
● Any questions about procedures for tea, eating, and sutra chanting? 
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Any questions about cautions? 
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V. TASKS DURING SESSHIN 
The timing for beginning tea and for meals is a body-sense type of timing. There is not too long a 
pause, and not too short. The bells follow naturally. 

Tips for chanting 
Feel the Heart Sutra and its pace. Then, others will feel it also.  
“Chant with your ears.” Chant from your belly. 
In the morning sutras, keep the same tone on the purification, “vandana”, and ti sarana. There is 
a tendency to change the tone progressively. 
Tone tends to go up if you tense up. Relax and the tone is more constant. 
En/mei jik/ku kan/non gyo 
“Buddha” is not BOOO-da, but it is also not “Bh-da.” The first syllable is not overly stressed. 
After the introduction to a sutra, pause with a natural breath. 
The pace of the mokugyo gradually increases as the sutra progresses, at least in the early 
syllables. 
 

Instruments used by the Ino 

The Ino, like the Jikijitsu, uses various instruments to convey a message without talking. 

The Inkin is used for signaling the timing for drinking tea, for leading bows, and to accompany the great 
vows. 

The larger bell is used to introduce, end, and to punctuate sutras. This bell prompts people what is coming 
next. 

The mokugyo is used to keep time with certain sutras, like the Heart Sutra. A single hit corresponds with 
most single syllables of the sutra. "mokugyo" literally means "wooden fish." It has a venerable tradition 
stretching back to Chinese Buddhism and perhaps farther. 

Wooden clappers are used for all the signals at meals, but at no other times by the Ino. 
 
 

End Evening zazen (Friday night if sesshin begins on Friday night) 
End zazen at 8:55; or, if the cautions and evening program go so long that it is after 8:55, wait 5 or more 
minutes and end zazen. End with a single inkin bell and a “stop” to introduce the Great vows. 
● (We have ceased doing 3 full prostrations to begin this ceremony.) 
● Great vows. Begin the Great (four) vows with one single hit (and a stop) on the inkin bell. This 

distinguishes it from the introduction for 3 full prostrations, and people will not be tempted to launch into 
bows. 

● 3 full prostrations and 1 bow to the altar, then one to the sangha. 
 

A TYPICAL DAY’S ROUTINES 

Early morning tea 
Use the inkin bell to begin and end tea. The Ino hits the first inkin bell immediately after the last server 
leaves the zendo crossing the door threshold, and ends tea with a single hit on the bell when people are 
done. 

Lead Breakfast Sutras and Timing of Serving 
As marked in the Ino Sutra book. 

Bells for raihai (three bows) for morning sutra service 
The bells for bowing begin just as the Jikijitsu ends the last hit on the Densho. Listen well. This is the only 
time that the Ino keys off the Jiki’s hits on the Densho.  
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The bows to the floor  are typically begun with the following sequence. The decreasing sized circles 
represent a progressive accelerando on the bells. There are not simply 9 bells; the images show a crude 
picture to illustrate the gist of the decreasing time space between hits. 
 
The bells are continuous, not too stretched out, particularly at first. 
 

 
1 bow 

 
2 bow (on knees on way up) 

 
3 bow  

 
 bow to altar 
 
 bow to assembly 
 

Morning Sutra Service  
After the bows, set up the Ino’s sutra book and instruments. Lead the morning sutras as marked in the Ino 
Sutra book. After the great vows, lead raihai (3 full prostrations). 

Lead Lunch Sutras and Timing of Serving 
As marked in the Ino Sutra book. 

After lunch break, lead tea 
As in the morning. 

Lead bowing and chanting for Dharma Assembly 
On Nelson's first pronounced bow to the altar (he does a small one before he receives the incense), the Ino 
hits the inkin to begin the bells for raihai.  Delay the bell for the sangha bow until Nelson returns to his seat. 
Nelson's gassho signals the Ino to begin "On Opening the Dharma." Hit the first bell promptly when Nelson 
raises his hands to gassho. 
 
At the close of Dharma Assembly, the Ino waits for Nelson's gassho to begin "Shigu Seigan Mon." After 
raihai, Nelson returns to his seat for the last standing (gassho) bow, then exits with the Jisha.  The sangha 
waits for another Ino bell, all bow, and rearrange cushions.  

Lead the Shodoka (Song of Realizing the Way) 

Lead Supper and Timing of Serving 
Currently we use the clappers when we open our bowls; when we eat (both firsts and seconds); when we 
pass offering dishes and bowls (both grain and tea); and when we end the meal with the Jiki, for a total of 
six times.  

● Open bowls 
● Pass grain offering dish 
● Eat 
● Eat seconds 
● Pass tea offering bowl 
● Clap Ding Clap Ding (with Jiki) 

Last thing at night (Song of Zazen)  
After the last zazen of the evening, the Ino leads the sangha in bows and chants.  
 
When Nelson enters and presents incense, the Ino rings the inkin for Raihai (as in the Dharma Assembly). 
The Ino begins the first hit just as Nelson bows to the altar.  Sutra books are passed out.  "Song of Zazen," 
and "Great Vows" (with Inkin).  
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● Raihai (3 bows) 
● Hakuin Zenji's Song of Zazen 
● Great Vows using the Inkin 
 
At the beginning of the third repetition of the Great Vows at the end of this chanting, the Jisha gets up and 
goes to the bridge to the kitchen where he or she leads the Sho-kai-jo with the Jiki.  
● There is no last bell on the inkin and we do not do raihai (three bows) until after the time keeper (jiki) 

and the Jisha finish their sequence of bells. 
● During the Sho-kai-jo ceremony, we bow slightly (our head slightly bowed) just preceding “I beg to urge 

you everyone.”  
● At the end of this sequence, the Ino begins the "roll-down" (diminuendo) for the three bows (Raihai). 
● The time-keeper (jiki) ends the evening and dismisses the group with a single bell. 
 

END OF A TYPICAL DAY’S ROUTINE 
 

Preparing Dedications 
As you get the slips of paper with the names and dedications on them, keep careful track of them and put 
them all in one place. 
 
Before the last leader’s meeting, perhaps the night before, review the names and dedications to see if you 
have any questions. The dedications can be given in many ways, depending on the circumstances and the 
individual Ino’s tastes. One method is to proceed from the unwell, to the critically ill to the dead. Another 
way would be to reverse this order, and end with the births. You may want to list the names and condition 
and choose the order in which they will come, then make two separate sheets of paper to be put into the 
Ino book. The first is the name, relationship, and health circumstance. The second list has the name and 
the specific dedication that we wish for that person. 
 
Chant for the sick 

We especially dedicate our sutras and our loving thoughts to you ______  ________May you 
regain your health and live vigorously to old age. 
 
Or: May you regain your health and your peace of mind 
 
Or: May you recover and live in good health.  
 
Chant for the dying 
May you find strength in your decline and walk calmly in the dark. 
Or: May you be free from suffering in your last illness, and in the end may you be free from fear. 
 
Chant for the dead 
May you rest in perfect peace. 
 

Final ceremony (like the ceremony to end each evening (sho-kai-jo)  
Nelson enters, presents incense.  Ino leads Raihai, sutra books, Nelson's closing words.  Ino says "page 
four" and leads "Shingyo" and special dedications, followed by "Great Vows", Dai-kai-jo and raihai. 

Leading Tea after sesshin formally ends  
There is silence while tea is served. The Ino begins tea (as usual) with a hit of the inkin. Talking naturally 
tapers up. As of 2002, this form is experimental. The Tanto will announce the post-sesshin program. 

VI. ROHATSU 

End of day on week days 
This is like a normal end of the day for sesshin. We do the Sho-kai-jo ceremony. 
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Evening of the last day (before the last morning) 
After the Tanto’s reading, there is a kinhin. Directly following the jiki says “prepare for tea,” and the Ino 
makes a brief announcement cautioning folks that Chai is black caffeinated tea with milk and stimulating 
spices such as pepper. The ion leads this as a usual tea. 
 
The evening is ended with the normal end-of –the-day sho-kai-jo ceremony. 

Morning of the last day 
In the zendo 
Around 5:30 the Tanto will do the chant for Shakyamuni. At the end of the verse, the Ino begins a raihai 
sequence, and all do three final Raihai (bows).  
 
Take an inkin bell, a weather-proof copy of the Hanya Shin gyo and the sutra dedication, and laminated 
copies of the Shin gyo for everyone. The Ino may need a flashlight. 
 
At Bald Mountain 
After the jiki has led us all around the circle three times, they will say “step in”. At this point, the Ino leads 
the assembly in chanting the Shingyo, the dedications, and then pauses for the conch chorus. At the end of 
the chorus, the gyatri is chanted in Sanskrit and English, at the end of which the Ino leads everyone in the 
Great vows. After the Great vows, the Ino makes sure the sutra sheets are collected. 
 
 

VII. ONGOING CHANGES AND NOTES 
 
Sesshin forms and procedures evolve over time, and new circumstances call for new forms. Make notes, 
with date, when, as you run across new forms and changes that need to be passed on. 
 
This page can be used for those notes. 
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